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INNOVATIVE WAYS TO INCREASE 

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT



At ITHAKA, our passion drives us to make the world smarter. Our mission comes 
to life in four service areas.

JSTOR One of the world's 
leading academic 
databases, JSTOR powers 
the research and learning 
of 6 million users each 
month.

Ithaka S+R Ithaka S+R 

provides research and 

strategic guidance to help 

the academic and cultural 

communities serve the public 

good and navigate 

economic, technological, and 

demographic change.

Portico Portico, a 

community-supported digital 

archive, preserves over 

564,000 e-books and e-

journals for future scholars.

Artstor Artstor provides 2+ 
million high-quality images 
and digital asset 
management software to 
enhance scholarship and 
teaching.



JSTOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

USAGE OF ARCHIVE 

COLLECTIONS AND EBOOKS

IN 2018



• In September, 2017, a survey 
was presented to institutions 
in the UK through JCS to help 
us better understand the views 
of JSTOR and other content 
needs the schools would want 
to see on JSTOR.  

• When asked which academic 
departments in your school 
make the most use of JSTOR, 
History, English and 
Geography were the top 
selections.

ACADEMIC 

DEPARTMENTS AND 

USE OF JSTOR



• It is important to understand 
how usage occurs at your 
institution across journal and 
eBook content.

• There is a high correlation of 
disciplines across journals and 
eBooks.

USAGE BY TOP 

DISCIPLINES

Top 15 Subjects in 2018 for UK Secondary Schools

Archive Collections eBooks

Language & Literature History

History Political Science

Political Science Language & Literature

Education Sociology

Economics Anthropology

Classical Studies Philosophy

General Science Law

Health Sciences Art & Art History

Sociology Health Sciences

Art & Art History Technology

Philosophy Education

Law Business

Religion Economics

Asian Studies Psychology

Business Religion



• Understanding the starting 
point of where students begin 
their research is important to 
make access to JSTOR as easy 
as possible where they 
conduct their research.

• For both journals and eBooks, 
Google is the main starting 
point of research for students, 
followed by research 
occurring direct on the JSTOR 
platform.

DISCOVERY



RESEARCH TOOLS TO 

IMPROVE RESEARCH AND 

LEARNING ON JSTOR



Guide to help students find content, 
organize their sources, and start 
writing notes and papers

• It includes:

• Finding content (Text Analyzer)

• Organizing your research (citation 
tools)

• Subject specific tools (Understanding 
Great Works)

• Each tool provides information to help 
students become better researchers in 
these areas.

RESEARCH TOOLS
guides.jstor.org/researchtools/



TEXT ANALYZER
jstor.org/analyze

A new way to search JSTOR!

• Upload any document with text in it

• The tool analyzes the text and finds key 
topics

• It uses the most important terms to find 
similar content in JSTOR

• Review the results and download the 
articles and book chapters you’re 
interested in

• Adjust your search results by adding, 
removing, or adjusting the importance of 
the terms



TEXT ANALYZER
jstor.org/analyze

Common document types

• A paper you're writing or an outline of a 
work in progress

• An article you just downloaded

• A picture of a page of your textbook

File types supported

• Many kinds of text documents, including: 
csv, doc, docx, gif, htm, html, jpg, jpeg, 
json, pdf, png, pptx, rtf, tif, txt, xlsx

• If the file type you're using isn't in this list, 
just cut and paste any amount of text into 
the search form to analyze it





TEXT ANALYZER
jstor.org/analyze

How students are using the tool

• Exploring a new topic

• Finding better keywords

• Scaffolding student understanding of a reading

• Discovering resources that were missed

Tips for searching

• Creative ideas : try a class syllabus, the webpage of a news 
article, or the first paragraph or outline of a paper

• Longer sections of text typically produce better results

• Academic content typically produces better results than 
documents with colloquial language

• 15 languages are supported; users can upload documents in a 
different language to find relevant content in English

“I think, and the teachers think too, 
that the text analyzer is one of the 

slickest functions that they have seen 
in the database realm. If the goal is to 
have students access resources more 
easily, you are for sure on the right 

track. Very, very nice.”

“My AP Seminar class LOVES 
the text analyzer, and they 
have been using it a lot.”

Secondary school teacher 
in Pennsylvania, 3/10/18 

Secondary school teacher in 
Illinois, 10/25/18 



CITATION TOOLS

Easy to use citation tools for students

• “Cite this item” link to select 
preformatted citation option:
• MLA
• APA
• Chicago styles

• Preformatted citations change as style 
rules change

• Can use favorite citation manager to bulk 
download JSTOR citations including:

• Refworks
• EasyBib
• NoodleTools
• RIS or TXT file

guides.jstor.org/researchtools/organize



• Fosters student engagement with classic literature 
by connecting passages in primary texts with 
journal articles and book chapters on JSTOR that 
cite those lines

• Makes it easy to find academic analysis for literary 
texts and encourages close reading

• Builds on the success of the Understanding 
Shakespeare tool

• Key works of British literature, all Shakespeare 
sonnets and plays, and the King James Bible

• Texts selected in collaboration with Studies in 
English Literature at Rice University

UNDERSTANDING GREAT WORKS
jstor.org/greatworks



UNDERSTANDING GREAT WORKS
jstor.org/greatworks



We’re planning to add literary texts to the British 
Literature collection on a monthly basis. 

Vote for what you’d like to see next!

http://bit.ly/greatworks-vote

UNDERSTANDING GREAT WORKS
jstor.org/greatworks

Current British Literature 
Collection

Paradise Lost

Selected works of John Keats

Great Expectations

Selected Works of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins

Pride and Prejudice

Frankenstein

Life and Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe

Selected Works of John Donne

Oroonoko; or the Royal Slave

A Modest Proposal

• Doctor Faustus

• Emma

• Jane Eyre

• Middlemarch

• Oliver Twist

• Selected Poems by Alfred Tennyson

• Selected Poems by Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning

• Selected Poems by Elizabeth Gaskell

• Selected Poems by George Byron

• Selected Poems by Percy Bysshe Shelley

• Selected Poems by Robert Browning

• Selected Poems by Robert Burns

• Selected Poems by William 
Wordsworth

• Songs of Innocence and Experience

• The Faerie Queene

• The Importance of Being Earnest

• The Return of the Native

• The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

• Tristram Shandy

• Wuthering Heights



UNDERSTANDING GREAT WORKS
https://guides.jstor.org/greatworks

LibGuide Available



• An online publication that contextualizes 
current events with scholarship

• Publishes articles based in fact and 
grounded by careful research 

• Provides free access to relevant articles 
and ebook chapters on JSTOR

• Helps students explore research topics 
through brief articles based on 
scholarship

• Models paraphrasing, using direct 
quotations, and citing sources

• Reading lists curated by experts; topics 
include bioethics and Charlottesville riots 

JSTOR DAILY
daily.jstor.org

The Plan to Sell Texas to 

Great Britain

The Literary 

Propaganda Campaign 

Against Mary, Queen of 

Scots

What This 19th-

Century Poet Knew 

About the Future



JSTOR DAILY
daily.jstor.org



GUIDES AND LEARNING 

TOOLS TO IMPROVE 

DISCOVERY AND RESEARCH



Online course designed to help college-bound 
students learn academic research skills

• Three modules

• Effective searching

• Establishing credibility

• Citing scholarly work

• Each module contains three video lessons, practice 
quizzes, and assessments 

• Instructors’ guide available with “Lesson Connect” 
activities that can be used in the classroom or 
assigned as homework, as well as rubrics for each 
activity

RESEARCH BASICS
guides.jstor.org/researchbasics/



GOOGLE SCHOLAR
support.jstor.org/hc/en-us/articles/115005252468-JSTOR-
Google-Scholar

Partnership with Google Scholar improves discovery 
of JSTOR content you license

• JSTOR compiles IP addresses and corresponding licenses of 
participating institutions and makes them available in a 
space that Google Scholar regularly crawls.

• A student who comes from an IP recognized from Google 
Scholar will see a link to JSTOR next the search results 
where an article on JSTOR is available.

• Institutions should ensure JSTOR has their most updated IP 
ranges to provide the best overall user experience.

• Browser pairing also allows for a student’s onsite logging to 
be saved on the JSTOR site and in Google Scholar via 
Google Casa for up to 30 days with no further login 
required.



SUBJECT GUIDES
guides.jstor.org/subject_guides?b=g
&d=a&group_id=6964

10 subject guides around top 
subjects on JSTOR

• Core subjects such as:

• Education

• History

• Language and Literature

• Provide direct links to subject 
guides for students:

• guides.jstor.org/history



TOPIC PAGES
about.jstor.org/platform-
features/topics-on-jstor/

Provides a summary and results for topics

• Topic pages include a brief description from 
Wikipedia

• Links are available directly to topic pages:

• www.jstor.org/topic/global-warming/



John Lenahan

Associate Vice President, Institutional 

Participation and Strategic Partnerships 

JSTOR

john.lenahan@ithaka.org

THANK YOU

http://about.jstor.org/
mailto:participation@jstor.org

